Western Spirit Wind
Pattern Energy owns and operates the Western Spirit

Economic Investment

Wind facility in Guadalupe, Lincoln and Torrance

Represents an investment of over $1.5 billion, helping

counties, New Mexico.

the American west diversify generation sources, lower
electricity prices, and reach its renewable energy goals.

Lasting Revenue
Provides nearly $3 million per year in payment in lieu
of tax revenues for the three counties and two school
districts in the area.

Job Creation
Construction of Western Spirit Wind and its accompanying
transmission line involved over 1,000 workers on-site over
a 15-month period. Approximately 35 full-time, on-site
personnel operate and maintain the facility. The number
of workers on-site nearly doubles when supplemental

Meaningful Partnerships

maintenance needs arise. Pattern Energy prioritizes using
local contractors and suppliers whenever possible.

We believe in acting as a good neighbor through longterm engagement and giving. Pattern Energy equally
commits to listening to and respecting the landowners

Giving Back

and communities that host our facilities through

Community Benefits Program supports the local causes

relationship building, open communication, and the

through sponsorships and donations to the local

reception of feedback. We encourage you to call or

community. Pattern Energy invested in the Tri-County

email our team to start a conversation.

Community Group, Community Foundation of Lincoln
County and the Duran Mutual Domestic Heritage Society.
All three provide support and local community giving.

PatternEnergy.com

About Wind Energy
Wind energy provides local and sustainable electricity to the
nation’s energy mix. Today’s wind energy technologies deliver
affordability and reliability, making wind an ideal energy source.
Western Spirit Wind represents the most wind power ever
constructed as a single phase in the Americas. The sites utilize
a total of 377 GE wind turbines ranging from 2.3 to 2.8 MW in
size, totalling 1,050 MW of installed capacity. The combined
sites’ annual production is equal to the needs of more than
900,000 people. Power is sold through various power purchase
arrangements to customers including San Jose Clean Energy
and the Southern California Public Power Authority, which sells
energy to the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power.

About Us
Pattern Energy is a leading renewable energy company. We develop,
construct, own and operate high-quality wind, solar, transmission,
and energy storage facilities. Our mission is to transition the world
to renewable energy by sustainably developing and responsibly
operating facilities safely and responsibly and respecting the
environment, communities, and cultures where we have a presence.
Our approach begins and ends with establishing trust, accountability,
and transparency. Our company values of creative spirit and energy,
pride of ownership, follow-through, and a team-first attitude drive us
to pursue our mission every day. Our culture supports our values by
fostering innovative and critical thinking and a deep belief in living up
to our promises.
Headquartered in the United States, Pattern has a global portfolio
of more than 30 power facilities and transmission assets, serving
various customers that provide low-cost clean energy to millions
of consumers.
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